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Teaching Council Accountability Report
Dr. Kristofer Jorgenson, Professor of Mathematics
I attended the International AMS-MAA (American Mathematical Society-Mathematical
Association of America) Conference January 11-14, 2018 in San Diego, California.
I stayed in a hotel near the El Paso Airport Jan. 11 (for which I did not seek Teaching
Council funds) and left on an early morning flight to San Diego on Friday Jan. 12. I left
El Paso between 6 and 7 am Mountain Time and arrived in San Diego between 8 and 9
am Pacific Time. I would spend 2 days at the conference and 2 nights in San Diego
before traveling back Sunday morning Jan. 14.
I wish to thank the Teaching Council for helping make this conference trip possible by
agreeing to re-imburse me for $1318.62 for expenses related to this trip.
On Friday, I attended some lectures and volunteered as a judge for an undergraduate
math student poster-board session since there were over 4 hundred entries and the
judging coordinators had made clear prior to the conference that many judges were
needed. The judging coordinators had the poster session judging very organized and I
was delegated 3 student teams to judge. I met and talked with all 3 teams. One was a
team of 2 male students, one entry I judged was a team of 2 female students, and one
was a solitary female student. I talked to each team extensively about their poster
board entry and filed my judgings for each team. The form I filed included a section for
remarks to the students and a separate section for scorings not seen by the students
but were used in the judging system to award winners.
One of the talks I saw in the early evening was a 1-hour program of comedic sketches
mainly for the entertainment of math students and faculty called “Mathematically Bent
Theater” presented by Colin Adams and the “Mobiusbandaid Players”. This included
Colin Adams and other math faculty who had delivered mock debates in the past called
“Differentiation vs. Integration” and “Pi vs. e” which were both educational and entertaining. I find such entertaining, comedic math discussions to inspire new or different
ideas and methods to teach undergraduate mathematics.
The last talk I went to was part of the NAM (National Association of Mathematicians)
lectures, which focused on high-achieving African-American mathematicians, such as
Rudy L. Horne who was a math consultant for the 2016 movie “Hidden Figures” and
who passed away in Dec. 2017 at the young age of 49. The main event was the CoxTalbot lecture by Erica Walker, Teachers College, Columbia University. Her lecture
was titled “Hidden in Plain Sight: Mathematics Teaching and Learning Through a Storytelling Lens”.
“A heritage of service; a commitment to quality”

On Saturday, Jan. 13, I attended the session that was the main reason for attending the
AMS-MAA joint conference: the MAA Session on Teaching Abstract Algebra: Topics
and Techniques, which was 8 am-12 pm. I attended the entire session taking notes to
learn what methods other professors used to teach the senior course often called
“Modern Algebra” or “Abstract Algebra”, which is one I have taught at Sul Ross 6 times
in the last 12 years (since 2006). These talks were all about 15 minutes in length with a
5-minute break in between. I gave my 15-minute lecture titled “Teaching Modern Algebra Through Applications” 9:40-9:55. Please see the photocopies of the schedule for
this session on a separate page.
After 12 noon when the session ended, I talked to one of the organizers of the session
and one of the attendees of the session about topics brought up in this special session.
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